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To meet Europe’s climate goals, 50-100 GW of offshore
wind power could be provided from the North and Baltic Seas
by 2030 [1]. Among several transmission system technologies,
voltage source converter (VSC) based high-voltage DC
(HVDC) technology is considered a cost-effective and technical
viable solution for connection of long distance offshore wind
farms (OWFs) [2-6]. However, the majority of HVDC
connected OWFs use point-to-point links. Serval studies and
projects concluded that multi-terminal DC (MTDC) network
can increase power transmission system reliability by reducing
the overall downtimes of “loss of infeed”, and lower investment
and operation cost [7-9].
DC fault protection is a major technical obstacle that prevents
the development of reliable MTDC grids and has drawn
significant attention from academia and industry [10-12].
Several protection concepts have been proposed to facilitate
fault isolation in offshore MTDC networks.

In [13], a DC fault protection method that uses AC circuit
breakers (ACCBs) and fast DC dis-connectors to isolate DC
fault and facilitates system restoration is proposed. This method
sacrifices DC grid continued operation in favor of post-fault
operation that prioritizes reduction of the outages and partial
system restoration by deliberate separation of healthy parts of
the DC from the faulty part. However, it is extremely slow and
inadequate for critical power corridors because of the use of
slow ACCBs for DC fault clearance.
The work in [14] has analyzed and discussed several
recovery sequences of modular multilevel converters (MMCs)
and their impacts on overall behaviors of MTDC networks.
Also, it has provided extensive guidelines for recovery
sequences of grid following and forming converters, covering a
range of actions, including converter de-blocking and ACCB
reclosing. However, the approaches in [13, 14] lead to brief shut
down of the whole DC grid following fault inception and take
relatively long period to interrupt DC fault currents and to
isolate the faulty line.
To minimize power interruption through prevention of total
shut down of the DC grid, the uses of different types of DC
circuit breakers (DCCBs) are investigated in [15-17] in effort
to enable fast and selective fault clearance in MTDC networks.
However, the high costs and large footprints of DCCBs and
their associated current limiting inductors reduce the viability
of offshore DC grids.
A DC fault ride-through method in MTDC grids is
investigated in [18], in which a dedicated fault clearance and
system restoration sequence are discussed when fault blocking
converters such as the full-bridge MMC and high speed DC
switches are employed. Although this approach demonstrated
in [18] is known to be technically effective and practically
attractive to avoid high cost of DCCBs, it does not facilitate
continued operation as opening of the DC switches associated
with the faulty line necessitates near zero DC current, indicating
the need for complete shutdown of the MTDC grid for short
period of time.
In addition to the use of DCCBs and DC switches, isolated
DC-DC transformer that permits DC zone partitioning as
discussed in [19, 20] can facilitate rapid containment and
isolation of the DC fault branches, while the healthy segments
remain operational. Nonetheless, such an approach adds cost
and conversion losses. Besides, the impact of HVDC
transmission system topologies on multi-terminal DC network
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Abstract— In recent years, several DC fault clearance schemes
have emerged, in which reduced number of fast acting DC circuit
breakers (DCCBs) and AC circuit breakers (ACCBs) are used to
clear DC faults. In offshore DC grids, such approach entails
opening of the ACCBs that connect the wind farms to the offshore
HVDC stations which control offshore AC voltages and
frequencies, potentially leading to uncontrolled offshore voltage
and frequency. Existing studies show that the loss of offshore
converter due to blocking or sudden opening of ACCBs can cause
significant over-voltage and over-frequency in the offshore AC
grid, which could necessitate immediate shutdown of the wind
farm. An enhanced control for wind turbine converters (WTCs) of
the offshore wind farm is proposed to enable retention of AC
voltage and frequency control when the offshore converter is lost,
in which seamless transition of the WTCs between grid following
and forming modes is facilitated. The viability of the proposed
control is demonstrated in wider context of partially selective DC
fault protection in an illustrative meshed DC grid, which includes
detailed implementations of DC fault clearance, system restart and
power transfer resumption. The presented simulation results
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed WTC control in
preventing excessive rise of offshore AC voltage and frequency
and facilitating DC fault ride-through using reduced number of
DCCBs.
Index Terms—DC fault; DC fault protection; multi-terminal
HVDC; offshore wind farm control; partially selective DC fault
protection.

I. INTRODUCTION
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II. OFFSHORE WTC BEHAVIORS DURING DC FAULTS AND
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR POST FAULT RECOVERY
IN MTDC NETWORKS
Fig. 1 shows a simplified depiction of the offshore section of
a HVDC connected OWF, which consists of a half-bridge (HB)
submodule based offshore MMC and three wind turbine
clusters represented by aggregated WTCs.
During a DC short circuit fault, the offshore MMC that sets
AC voltage and frequency of the offshore AC grid is blocked
and the offshore AC voltage will experience significant
reduction which is similar to a severe offshore three-phase AC
fault, forcing WTCs to operate at their current limits. The fault

current will feed to the DC side through MMC’s anti-parallel
diodes.
When the main ACCB is opened to isolate the DC fault
(assuming DCCBs not used at the offshore MMC terminal), the
offshore WTCs will be isolated from the MMC that defines
offshore AC voltages and frequency. Such scenario leads to loss
of control over the offshore AC frequency and voltage [20]. As
the WTCs continue operating in grid following mode, the
controllers will saturate to its maximum modulation index of 1,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2 (a). The DC choppers are activated to
dissipate the generated wind power, and the DC voltage of the
WT increases from 1 to 1.1 pu (½Vdc=725 to 797.5 kV) as
shown in Fig. 2 (b). The saturation of the modulation index to
its maximum value of 1 results in overvoltage at the offshore
AC network [23-25], as observed in Fig. 2 (b). Similarly, the
offshore frequency previously regulated by the offshore MMC
will diverge after the blocking of the MMC, potentially leading
to circulating power among wind turbine converters and
resonance issues as presented in [24]. Such behavior leads to
the shutdown of the offshore wind farm to avoid the
catastrophic failures.
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Fig. 1 Aggregated offshore wind farm model.
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fault has been studied [21, 22] and it concludes that a special
care must be taken to design the system and circuit breaker
ratings at grounded busbar as it has a higher fault current on the
faulty line for the bipolar configuration.
In summary, most of existing works are focusing the MTDC
grid dynamics, topologies and protections during DC faults and
their main impact on the surrounding AC system. The behaviors
for OWF grids during DC faults in the MTDC network still
need a detailed investigation. The over-voltage phenomena that
arises when the offshore MMC is blocked during DC faults is
studied in [23], in which the issues of uncontrolled frequency
and harmonic resonance within the offshore AC grids are also
highlighted.
Therefore, in effort to address some of the outstanding
technical and economic challenges that DC faults present to
offshore MTDC grid, this paper proposes an enhanced wind
farm control to facilitate realization of partially selective DC
fault ride-through and protection, without significant
compromise on DC grid continued operation and wind farm AC
voltage and frequency regulation, nor excessive cost of DCCBs.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
 An enhanced passive voltage control for offshore wind
turbine converters (WTCs) is proposed to cope with loss of
offshore MMC station due to blocking or sudden opening of
ACCBs during a DC fault and enable offshore grid
restoration. The proposed control strategy utilizes local
measurements to initiate WTC fail-safe operation and
seamlessly transits between grid following and grid forming
modes.
 The value and viability of the proposed WTC control is
demonstrated in broader context, particularly, when a
partially selective DC fault protection method that uses
reduced number of DCCBs is employed to facilitate DC
fault isolation and ride-through and system restoration.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the behaviors of offshore WTCs during DC faults and
discusses control requirements for offshore WTCs to enable
partially selective DC fault protection in MTDC grids. Section
III proposes an enhanced passive voltage control strategy for
WTCs that utilizes the offshore AC over-voltage phenomena as
an indicator to initiate WTC fail-safe control mode in effort to
ride-through DC faults. Section IV introduces the test
frameworks for this paper and describes the implementation of
the partially selective protection sequence. The effectiveness of
the proposed enhanced wind farm control method is confirmed
by numerical simulations in Section V. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.
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Fig. 2 Overvoltage phenomena with conventional control method when
offshore ACCB opens at t=2 s: (a) total modulation index, (b) converter side
AC voltages and half of DC voltage.

In a MTDC grid that connects multiple OWFs, continued
operation in an effort to retain large proportion of pre-fault
power transfer to the consumption centers during a DC fault is
critically important. This renders the existing arrangements
inadequate. Highly selective protection system in which
DCCBs can isolate faulty DC lines in less than 5 ms without the
need for converter blocking provides a viable technical solution
for handling DC faults in MTDC grids. However, the high cost
of DCCBs has led to quest for low-cost alternatives such as
partially selective DC fault protection strategies that use a
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combination of reduced number of DCCBs and slow ACCBs to
clear DC faults while retaining some of the pre-fault power
transfers [26]. Nonetheless, the slow partially selective DC fault
protection strategy requires significant modifications to WTC
control, particularly, to maintain offshore AC voltage and
frequency for extended period of time in the orders of several
seconds after the blocking of offshore MMC.
Some of the desirable control requirements of WTCs to
facilitate partially selective DC fault ride-through strategies in
MTDC grids are:
1) Each WTC autonomously treats AC and DC faults in the
same manner by controlling its fault current contribution to
the fault. The freewheeling diodes of the blocked offshore
MMC can sustain limited fault currents from the WTCs
until opening of the main ACCB.
2) WTCs must rely on local measurements for detection of
abnormal offshore grid conditions, and initiation of
automatic transition from grid following to grid forming
control mode to maintain AC voltage and frequency of the
isolated offshore AC grid after opening of the main ACCB.
3) Disintegration of the islanded offshore AC grid must be
prevented to avoid time consuming shutdown and restart of
individual WTCs.
4) When the faulty DC line is isolated, WTCs must
automatically detect the fault clearance, initiate orderly
transition back to the grid following control mode and
resume power transfer.

Also, saturation of the passive Vac controller during the abovementioned scenarios is designed to ensure the output of the PI
controller of the phase locked loop (PLL) is unaffected as the
dynamic frequency limit ±Δωmax is set at the maximum by the
proposed Vac controller (Δωmax=KfIdmax_v, Fig. 3). Thus,
individual WTC follows the PLL detected AC frequency
(around ω0 set by the offshore MMC).
B. Fault mode
This mode represents the period after DC fault inception, in
which the main ACCB in Fig. 1 remains closed and offshore
grid AC voltage collapses similarly to that typically occurring
during offshore symmetrical three-phase AC faults. As a result,
the WTC DC choppers will be activated to dissipate excessive
active power in WTCs. When the offshore AC voltage Vac
becomes lower than the pre-set threshold, e.g. 0.5 pu as
illustrated in Fig. 3, the fault current control will be activated to
provide maximum reactive current to support offshore AC
voltage [27]. Thus, the WTCs will operate at their maximum
current limitation with reactive current as priority (denoted as

I d max  12  I q* 2 in Fig. 3) while the proposed passive Vac
controller remains inactive.
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III. ENHANCED CONTROL OF WIND TURBINE GRID-SIDE
CONVERTERS
To facilitate partially selective DC fault ride-through control
in line with the requirements outlined in Section II, a new
enhanced WTC control shown in Fig. 3 is proposed. The
proposed control method uses a passive Vac controller
highlighted in Fig. 3 to facilitate seamless transition of the
WTCs between grid following (during normal operation) and
grid forming (during MMC blocking) modes based on the local
measurements, and fast resumption of power transfer after fault
clearance. The enhanced WTC control method shown in Fig. 3
consists of active power or DC voltage (P/Vdc) and reactive
power (Q) controllers in the outer loops and passive Vac
controller that manipulates the output dynamic limiters of the
P/Vdc controllers to facilitate smooth transition of WTC control
modes. For ease of illustration, four operating modes are
considered as follows.
A. Normal operation
As the set-point of the passive Vac controller is fixed at 1.05
pu, its output will saturate at maximum current 𝐼𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑣 (1.1 pu
in this study) during normal operation when the offshore MMC
that operates in grid forming mode tightly controls the AC
voltage and frequency in the offshore AC network. As the
dynamic current limit Idmax_v imposed at the output of the P/Vdc
controller by the passive Vac controller is greater than the
nominal d-axis current (1 pu in this study), the normal operation
of the P/Vdc control is not affected. In addition, saturation of the
passive Vac controller will force the output of the auxiliary qaxis voltage controller in the passive Vac control, which is
incorporated into the Q controller to act on q-axis, to zero. This
allows Q controller to define the entire q-axis current order 𝐼𝑞∗ .
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Fig. 3 Proposed control strategy of wind turbine grid-side converters.

C. Open circuit mode
When the offshore MMC station that sets the offshore AC
voltage and frequency is lost due to opening of the main ACCB,
the offshore AC voltage will rise, and frequency will drift as
described earlier. The passive Vac controller is thus out of
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saturation and its output is reduced from the upper limit of 1.1
pu to a lower value (close to zero) which is substantially less
than the output from the P/Vdc controller. This forces the d-axis
current order I d* to follow that from the passive AC voltage
controller, and thus Vac is maintained at 1.05 pu. As the output
of the passive AC voltage controller Idmax_v will be approaching
zero as it limits the AC voltage at 1.05 pu after its activation,
the output of the PLL Δω will be forced toward zero
(Δω=Δωmax=KfIdmax_v≈0, Fig. 3), thus, allowing loose locking of
the individual WTC to nominal pre-fault frequency ω0. The
activation of the passive Vac controller also enables the auxiliary
q-axis voltage controller as its limit is no long set at zero, i.e.
𝐼𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑣 > 0. The q-axis voltage controller aims to force the qaxis voltage 𝑉𝑞 of each WTC to zero to maintain the
synchronization of the offshore grid. In this manner, seamless,
autonomous and controlled transition of the WTCs between
grid following and forming modes based on local
measurements is achieved. Thus, compared with the
conventional grid following control method [23-25] as in Fig.
2, the passive AC voltage controller avoids the saturation of the
WTC controller so as to maintain the offshore AC voltage as
demonstrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5 Criterion of mode switching for the offshore MMC station.

IV. PARTIALLY SELECTIVE DC FAULT RIDE-THROUGH
This section uses an example DC grid shown in Fig. 6 to
explain the integration of the proposed WTC control presented
in Section III into high-level partially selective DC fault
protection for offshore wind farm connected to onshore AC
grids via meshed DC grids. The section describes the
illustrative DC grid in Fig. 6, followed by explanation and
demonstration of the pivotal role the proposed enhanced WTC
control can play in facilitating partially selective DC fault ridethrough of DC connected offshore wind farms.
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Fig. 4 Waveforms with the proposed control when offshore ACCB opens at t=2
s: (a) total modulation index, (b) converter side AC voltages and half of DC
voltage.

D. DC fault recovery
If the fault is in other part of the MTDC network and after
the fault is isolated, the ACCB closes while the WTCs continue
controlling the offshore AC network voltage and frequency
with the proposed control. The offshore MMC station is thus
re-energized by the offshore wind farm. After re-energization,
the offshore MMC is activated and operates on DC voltage
control mode with PLL activated (Mode=1 as illustrated in Fig.
5). When the DC voltage of the offshore MMC station is close
to that of the DC grid, the offshore MMC can be connected to
the DC grid. Then, the offshore MMC station switches back to
offshore AC voltage control mode and regulates the offshore
AC grid voltage at the nominal value (i.e. 1 pu). This forces the
passive Vac controllers of WTCs to saturate again and move
back to idle state. The WTCs thus return to grid following mode
automatically.

A. Meshed Four-Terminal DC Network
All the four HVDC stations of the DC grid in Fig. 6 are
modeled as MMCs with 350 HB submodules per arm using an
electromagnetic Thevenin equivalent model from the PSCAD
library. Each MMC is equipped with the following controllers:
DC voltage/active power/AC voltage, AC currents, circulating
current suppression, and voltage based vertical and horizontal
energy balancing [28, 29]. Table I lists the detailed parameters
of the MMC stations. All the 320 kV XLPE HVDC submarine
cables shown in Fig. 6 are modelled using a Frequency
Dependent Phase Model [18]. The control functions allocated
to converter stations are:
 MMC 1 regulates the DC voltage of the DC network at 640
kV, and reactive power exchange at PCC 1 at zero.
 MMC 2 injects 1000 MW into PCC 2 at unity power factor.
 Both MMC 3 and MMC 4 set the AC voltage and frequency
at 155 kV and 50 Hz for the offshore networks of OWF 1
and 2.
Each of the 1200 MW OWF 1 and 2 shown in Fig. 6 is
modelled as three aggregated WTCs with PMSG based Type 4
wind turbines and each WTC is rated at 400 MW, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The generator-side converter of the WTC is simplified
as a DC current source with constant power control, DC
capacitor and DC choppers [24] for fast simulation while the
grid-side converter is represented by detailed switching models.
The WTCs are connected to the offshore main collection busbar
through 66 kV AC cables with different lengths.
B. Proposed Partially Selective DC Fault Ride-Through
This section describes a partially selective DC fault ridethrough using the four-terminal DC grid shown in Fig. 6 as an
example, which aims to reduce investment costs and meet the
requirements described in Section II. The cost reduction is
achieved by restricting the use of expensive DCCBs only at the
onshore converter DC terminals, while the offshore end of each
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DC cable is connected to offshore converters via fast DC
switches (DCSW) to enable DC fault clearance using ACCBs
offshore. Such arrangement avoids the use of the expensive
offshore platforms for the installation of bulky DC circuit
breakers, which is one of the advantages of the presented
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partially DC fault protection scheme. Considering the offshore
station MMC 4, the overall time sequences including fault
isolation and fault recovery, and the WTC control modes are
illustrated in Fig. 7 and are detailed as follows.
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Fig. 6 The meshed four-terminal DC network for offshore wind power transmission.

Table I Nominal Parameters of Tested System
Parameter
Power
DC voltage
Arm inductance
Number of submodules per arm
Submodule capacitor voltage
Submodule capacitance

Nominal value
1200 MW
±320 kV
42 mH
350
1.9 kV
8.8 mF



so as not to act in case the fault is not at cables directly
connected to the offshore MMC.
After 20 ms from the fault detection, if the MMC DC
voltage remains below 50% of the rated value, the ACCB
is opened. Otherwise, if the MMC DC voltage recovers, the
ACCB remains closed.
DC fault detection

Block converter

1) Fault isolation
When a DC fault occurs at a particular line in DC grids using
partially selective DC fault protection, dedicated DCCBs must
be triggered to split the system into healthy and faulty parts. The
DC fault detection and localization used in this paper is based
on the DC reactor voltage change rate as detailed in [30] to
enable a fast and accurate selection for the corresponding
DCCBs. Considering the DC fault at Cable 24 connecting DC
nodes B2 and B4 in Fig. 6, DCCB 2 and 5 will be opened. In
this way, the system will be separated into healthy and faulty
parts, with MMC 1, 2 and 3 constituting the healthy section in
which the power exchange continues. Thus, the loss-of-infeed
from OWFs to onshore AC Grid 1 and 2 is minimized to around
50%.
MMC 4 in the faulty part is blocked upon over-current /
under-voltage detection as OWF 2 will contribute limited fault
currents to the DC fault through the antiparallel diodes of MMC
4. The fault current contribution from the OWF 2 will continue
until ACCB 4 opens to isolate the MMC 4 and the faulty DC
side from the offshore AC network. After the ACCB 4 opens,
the offshore AC voltage will increase as analyzed in Section II,
leading to the activation of the passive Vac controller of WTCs
to maintain the offshore AC voltage and frequency as illustrated
in Fig. 7. Operational logics of the ACCBs of the offshore
MMCs are designed as follows:
 As shown in Fig. 7, in the first 20 ms from the fault
detection, the ACCB of the affected MMC remains closed
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Fig. 7 Sequence of the proposed DC fault protection scheme for the faulty
offshore MMC station.
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When the installed DC inductors at the DC terminals of the
MMCs are unable to prevent the blocking of MMC following
remote DC fault due to brief period of over-current, the station
will recover quickly as long as its ACCB remains closed and
DC voltage recovers as stated in the operational logics
described above.
After opening of DCCB 2 and 5, the current in the DCSW 2
will drop to zero, while the fault current contribution from the
OWF 2 continues to flow through DCSW 3. The fault is thus
detected on the cable connected with DCSW 3, which needs to
be opened to isolate the fault. Before opening of the DCSW 3,
ACCB 4 must be opened to force the fault current that flows
through the DCSW 3 to decay. Once the DC fault current
approaches zero (less than 10 A in this illustration), the DCSW
3 is safely opened to isolate the faulty Cable 24 from MMC 4.
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Fig. 9 DC side dynamics during offshore DC fault at Cable 24: (a) onshore DC voltages, (b) offshore DC voltages, (c) onshore DC currents, (d) offshore DC
currents, (e) onshore DC power, (f) offshore DC power, (g) DC cable currents flowing to MMC 1, (h) DC cable currents flowing to MMC 2.

2) Fault recovery
After the isolation of thy faulty cable as described above,
MMC 4 and parts of DC network need to be restarted to enable
power transmission of OWF 2 through the remaining DC Cable
14. MMC 4 can be re-energized from DC side with the aid of
DCCB 2 and DC side pre-charging current limiting resistor.
However, the DC side pre-charging resistor needs to be rated at
higher voltage to limit possible disturbances to the healthy parts
of the DC network with fast communication systems to initiate
the restart sequence from onshore when the fault is cleared by
the offshore protection system. As the proposed enhanced
control allows the WTCs of the OWF 2 to remain operational
after opening of the ACCB 4, with the offshore AC network
voltage controlled at 1.05 pu, the AC side pre-charging resistor
will be rated for relatively low AC voltage compared with DC
equivalent. Thus, the WTCs are used to re-energize the offshore

MMC 4 and Cable 14. The detailed restoration sequence is as
follows.
 The offshore ACCB 4 recloses and the OWF 2 charges
MMC 4 and DC Cable 14 through AC pre-insertion
resistors. It should be noted that after the offshore ACCB
is closed, the offshore AC voltage, which is controlled at
1.05 pu, is applied at the offshore MMC transformer
through pre-insertion resistor (PIR). This may lead to the
saturation of the transformer, depending on the residual
flux it had earlier, which should be considered in real
application. After the DC voltage reaches the rectification
value, the PLL of MMC 4 is enabled to track the frequency
and angle of the offshore AC grid (now controlled by the
WTCs) for synchronization and MMC 4 is then de-blocked
and subsequently operated in DC voltage control mode to
regulate the DC voltage to the rated value, as illustrated in
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A. Fault Clearance
After DC fault occurrence at t=2 s, DCCB 2 and 5 open at
t=2.006 s (after 6 ms) to isolate the fault from the healthy part,
i.e. MMC 1, 2 and 3 and OWF 1. It is worth underscoring that
the onshore stations MMC 1 and 2 are protected by DCCBs plus
DC inductors, which help the arm currents of these MMCs to
remain below 2 pu (1 pu current is 2 kA) during the fault and
thus remain operational without blocking [12, 31] as shown in
Fig. 8 (a). Observe that the DC voltages of the healthy part
experience brief disturbances but quickly recover as shown in
Fig. 9 (a) and (b). After system separation into healthy and
faulty parts, the majority of the power that OWF 1 injects into
the healthy DC network via MMC 3 is transferred to MMC 2
through Cable 13 and 12 as shown in Fig. 9 (e), (f), (g) and (h).
As the offshore MMC 4 uses DC switches with no DC
inductors, its DC voltage quickly collapses, as seen in Fig. 10
(a). This leads to the rapid rise of the fault currents. Once the
arm current exceeds 2 pu [12, 31], MMC 4 is blocked at 2.0015
s and the offshore AC network voltage is also collapsed, as
shown in Fig. 10 (b), (c) and Fig. 9 (b). With the proposed
control, WTCs inject reactive currents to support the offshore
AC voltages, which flow through the antiparallel diodes of
MMC 4 and feed the fault, as shown in Fig. 10 (b), (d) and (e)
and Fig. 9 (b).
Considering 20 ms delay time and the ACCB operation time,
the ACCB 4 opens at t=2.068 s, leading to isolation of the MMC
4 from the OWF 2. Opening of the ACCB 4 causes the offshore
AC voltage to rise as the WTCs inject currents into the offshore
AC network with no power transmission path. Once the
offshore AC voltage increases to 1.05 pu at t=2.12 s, the passive
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state

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed enhanced WTC
control that facilitates cost-effective DC fault ride-through in
offshore DC grids, a permanent pole-to-pole DC short circuit
fault is applied at the middle of Cable 24 at t=2 s, as illustrated
in Fig. 6. The faulty DC line is isolated using a combination of
ACCB 4 and DCCB 2 and DCCB 5, with the assistance of
MMC 4 as described in Section IV. After isolation of the faulty
DC line, the remaining healthy part of the DC grid, which is
disconnected from the faulty DC line, is reconnected and reenergized from OWF 2 via the MMC 4 as described in Section
IV. The system performances during fault clearance and
recovery are addressed in subsections V A and B, respectively.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Vac controllers incorporated in WTCs are activated to maintain
the AC voltage by limiting the active current from the WTCs
(i.e. 𝐼𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑣 in Fig. 3 is now set around 0) as depicted in Fig. 10
(c) and (d). As displayed in Fig. 10 (c), the offshore AC voltage
only experiences slight over-voltages for around 23 ms at the
initial stage after the main ACCB opens and the offshore overvoltages are effectively suppressed. At the same time, the
dynamic frequency limiter of the PLL loosely locks the offshore
frequency at 50 Hz while the q-axis voltage control loop
maintains the synchronization for WTCs as in Fig. 10 (f). In this
way, both AC voltage and frequency in the offshore network of
the OWF 2 are controlled by WTCs.

Passive Vac
control
2

Protection
sequence

Fig. 5. When the DC voltage across the DCCB 2 closes to
zero, it is reclosed.
 Following the closure of the DCCB 2, MMC 4 switches
back to AC voltage control mode and regulates the offshore
AC voltage to the nominal value. This will force the
passive Vac controller of the WTCs to saturate, increasing
the current limit 𝐼𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑣 imposed at the outputs of the
active power controllers to the maximum value.
Consequently, the WTCs reverse back to power control
mode and power transmission of OWF 2 resumes.
It is worth emphasizing that, during the proposed DC fault
ride-through, the offshore WTCs automatically change
operation mode without any communications as described in
Section III.

2.1

2.2
Time (s)

2.3

2.4
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occurs

ACCB 4
opens
Passive Vac control is
MMC 4 is blocked
activated

Fig. 10 Waveforms of offshore station MMC 4 and OWF 2 during fault
clearance: (a) MMC 4 DC voltage, (b) MMC 4 DC current, (c) WTC AC
voltages, (d) WTC AC currents, (e) MMC 4 active and reactive power, (f) WTC
frequency.
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B. System Recovery
After isolation of the faulty line from OWF 2 by opening
ACCB 4, the fault current contributions from the WTCs stop,
forcing the DC current in the faulty DC line to decay to zero as
displayed in Fig. 10 (b). The DCSW 3 is opened once its current
approaches zero at t=2.7 s to isolate the faulty Cable 24. The
offshore MMC 4 is now ready for restart.
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through the MMC 4 anti-parallel diodes to 270 kV. After
bypassing the PIR, the MMC 4 DC link voltage rises to around
580 kV as shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (d). MMC 4 is then deblocked at t=2.77 s and operated in DC voltage control mode to
boost the DC voltage to 640 kV, see Fig. 11 (a). Subsequently,
the onshore DCCB 2 is reclosed at t=2.82 s when the DC
voltages across DCCB 2 match, reconnecting MMC 4 to the DC
grid. During the DCCB 2 reclosing process, the DC grid
voltages and currents do not exhibit large disturbances as shown
in Fig. 11 (a) and (b). MMC 4 subsequently switches back to
grid forming mode in which the offshore AC voltage and
frequency are restored to 1 pu and 50 Hz, respectively. At this
stage, MMC 4 takes control of the AC voltage and frequency,
and WTCs of the OWF2 will transit back from passive Vac
control to power control mode as the active current upper limit
𝐼𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑣 imposed by the passive AC voltage controller is
restored to the maximum value of 1 pu.
In summary, simulation results reveal the following:
 The offshore AC current and voltage remain well regulated
without showing significant overshoots during the DC fault
and DC grid restoration;
 During the fault recovery process, the DC grid remains
stable and integration of the proposed control into costeffective partially selective DC fault ride-through method
has no adverse impact on the DC grid during extended fault
clearance period and reconnection of MMC 4;
 The total system recovery time that the proposed DC fault
ride-through scheme offers in this illustration is 1.04 s, and
it is dominated by the fault current decay time, which
depends on the resistance and inductance of the fault
current path.
VI. CONCLUSION
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Fig. 11 Waveforms of offshore station MMC 4 and OWF 2 during system
recovery: (a) MMC 4 DC voltage, (b) MMC 4 DC current, (c) WTC AC
voltages, (d) WTC AC currents, (e) MMC 4 active and reactive power, (f) WTC
frequency.

To avoid DC side disturbance, the DC voltages of MMC 4
and Cable 14 are recovered using OWF 2. Following ACCB 4
reclosing through current limiting PIR at t=2.73 s, OWF 2
charges the DC link of the blocked MMC 4 and DC Cable 14

This paper has proposed an enhanced WTC control method
that facilitates partially selective DC fault clearance and ridethrough using reduced number of fast acting DC circuit
breakers. To avoid the collapse of offshore AC voltage due to
sudden loss of offshore MMCs, the proposed passive AC
voltage control of wind turbine converters detects the abnormal
condition based on local measurements and seamlessly transits
between grid following and forming modes. The offshore grid
voltage is thus maintained stable during faults and the offshore
restoration after fault clearance is enabled by the proposed
control with reduced number of DCCBs. Detailed simulation
studies reveal that the proposed WTC control facilitates
clearance of DC fault in multi-terminal offshore DC grid, while
significant proportion of pre-fault power transfer is retained.
Adverse impacts of loss of control over the AC voltage and
frequency in the offshore AC network are avoided and orderly
DC fault clearance and system recovery are enabled.
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